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It all started with a guy, a girl, and a dog, 1,456 miles 
of asphalt, and 23 hours logged in a white Jeep Grand 
Cherokee from Dallas, TX, to Toronto, ON, Canada. 
Ami and Jason had met a few short months before 
on August 31, 2004, at one of the largest trade shows 
in the nation. It was Magic. Las Vegas. Thousands of 
merchants and two entrepreneurs with bags on the 
brain. They hit it off and then hit the road.

Somewhere between stops for gas, Reese’s Peanut 
Butter Cups, and Cherry Coke, Lug® was born with 
a clever name, clean logo, and an idea to provide 
travel accessories to savvy globetrotters. “We felt the 
market was filled with black and boring product,” says 
Ami. “And we wanted to add some color!” By August 
2005, one year after first meeting, Ami and Jason were 
offering luggage belts and coordinating luggage tags 
in bright colors—products for smart travelers with spirit.

By January 2006 they had expanded to bags. But 
not just any bags; super smart bags with unrivaled 
organizational features. Today, the little brand that 
tackled travel has since grown to include smart, stylish 
solutions for everything from work to play to active 
living everyday—think laptop cases, lunch totes, 
wallets, gym bags, school backpacks, and clever travel 
gear—all in brilliant color. With a focus on functionality, 
plus a good dose of fun, the Lug® team takes pride in 
generating fresh ideas for those on the go.

Six years after first meeting, Ami and Jason finally tied 
the knot, saying their “I dos” at Walt Disney World on 
May 25, 2010. Nearly one year later, they packed up 
the Dallas office and headed southbound on I-35 to 
their new “ranch” in the Texas Hill Country, outside of 
Austin. Just as the dust was settling on their happy Hill 
Country life, they welcomed Baby Olivia on May 22, 
2012! Then, a year later on August 9, 2013 adorable 
Baby Teddy made it a party of four! Now, with their two 
little Lug munchkins in tow, Ami and Jason have made 
their way back to Austin and are living life in color like 
never before!

 
the  
Lug®  
story

TEDDY

AMI

JASONOLIVIA
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A
Airbus Weekender Bag

B 
Baggage Claim Luggage Belt + Tag Set

Bento Box 3pc Storage Container Set

C
Cable Car Satchel

Caboose Carry-All Bag

Cargo 5pc Packing Kit

Carousel Mini Cross-Body Bag

Cartwheel Fitness / Overnight Bag

Clearview 2pc Envelope Set

Clearview 4pc Envelope Set

Clipper Flat Iron Case

Compass Shoulder Pouch

Cruiser 4-Wheel Roller Bag

F
Flip-Top Toiletry Case

Flipper Jewelry Clutch

Flutter Mini Cross-Body Bag

H
Hula Hoop Carry-All Messenger

K
Kickflip Convertible Wallet

M
Moped Day Pack

N
Nap SacTM  Blanket + Pillow Set

P
Parachute Mini Backpack

Parasail Ripple Cosmetic Case

Pedals Lunch Tote

Pitter Patter Carry-All Backpack

Promenade Full Tote

Puddle Jumper Overnight / Gym Bag

Puddle Jumper Wheelie Bag

Q 
Quick-Step Wallet

S
Shuffle Wallet

Skipper Shoulder Pouch

Snuz SacTM  Blanket + U-Pillow Set

Splits Compact Wallet 

Sway Mini Cross-Body Bag

T
Tango Travel Wallet

Taxicab Full Tote

Tuk Tuk Carry-All Bag

Two-Step Cosmetic Case
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glossary say hello to
olive green

a. Cartwheel Fitness / Overnight Bag (Olive Green)     b. Cable Car Satchel (Olive Green)     c. Tango Travel Wallet (Olive Green) 
d. Sway Mini Cross-Body Bag (Olive Green)     e.  Puddle Jumper Overnight / Gym Bag (Olive Green)

a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

NEW 
PRODUCT

NEW 
GEM QUILTING 

& DESIGN

NEW 
SIDE  

POCKETS

UPDATED UPDATED

NEW

NEW



Diaper Bags
baby or not these bags are hot

a.

Oooh, baby, baby. Our dapper diaper bags, with their baby 
-friendly perks, will have you and your little one cooing. 

a. Caboose Carry-All Bag (Cranberry Red)     b. Tuk Tuk Carry-All Bag (Grass Green)      c. Hula Hoop Carry-All Messenger (Ocean Blue)
d. Pitter Patter Carry-All Backpack (Plum Purple)

D
IA

P
ER

  B
A

G
S

b.

c.

d.
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Caboose   
Carry-All Bag 
16”w x 19”h x 9”d 

Designed to provide parents with quick 
access to all of the compartments, even 
when they only have one free hand. This 
bag effortlessly transitions from diaper 
bag to office bag with ease and style.

a.

Hula Hoop   
Carry-All Messenger 
16”w x 12”h x 5.5”d

Whether you’re changing diapers 
or changing time zones, this stylish 
messenger is stacked with clever features 
to keep you organized on the go.

b.

     

    

Includes two zip storage 
pouches and change pad

Includes removable 
change pad and 
drawstring bag

D
IA

P
ER

  B
A

G
S

Pitter Patter  
Carry-All Backpack 
13”w x 16”h x 7.5”d

The perfect hands-free solution for when 
you’ve got baby in tow, this over-both-
shoulders, carry-all features easy access 
pockets and all of the essentials you’ve 
come to love about our diaper bags, in a 
wonderfully simplified form! 

d.

   

Includes two zip 
storage pouches 
and change pad

NEW 
PRODUCT

Tuk Tuk 
Carry-All Bag 
17”w x 12.5”h x 6”d

Whoa baby! This big bag comes 
equipped with a slew of baby-friendly 
features, like two front pockets for bottles, 
and straps that attach the bag to any 
stroller. 

c.

     
Includes removable 
change pad and 
drawstring bag

   
Pitter Patter  Carry-All Backpack (Ocean Blue)      
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caboose-cranberry caboose-grass caboose-midnight caboose-ocean blue

caboose-plum caboose-5pak

 

hula hoop-grass hula hoop-midnight hula hoop-ocean blue hula hoop-plum

hula hoop-4pak

tuk tuk-cranberry tuk tuk-grass tuk tuk-midnight tuk tuk-ocean blue

tuk tuk-plum tuk tuk-5pak

pitter patter-midnight pitter patter-ocean blue pitter patter-plum pitter patter-3pak

TUK TUK  carry-all bag

PITTER PATTER  carry-all backpack

HULA HOOP  carry-all messenger

CABOOSE  carry-all bag

066009

052009

060009

065009
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Tuk Tuk Carry-All Bag (Plum Purple) 



Whether you think bigger is better or a petite pouch meets the mark, we’re certain 
there’s a bag in our cross-body collection that’ll be a perfect fit for you.

Cross-Body Bags
all shapes and sizes

a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f. g.

   
a. Cable Car Satchel (Cranberry Red)     b. Moped  Day Pack (Fog Gray)    
c. Compass Shoulder Pouch (Ocean Blue)   d. Flutter Mini Cross Body Bag (Grass Green)     
e. Carousel Mini Cross Body Bag (Plum Purple)     f. Skipper Shoulder Pouch (Rose Pink)    
g. Sway Mini Cross Body Bag (Olive Green)  

C
R

O
SS

-B
O

D
Y
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Cable Car   
Satchel 
15”w x13”h x 3.5”d

The Cable Car is the smartest 
of satchels with many swoon-
worthy features. There are pockets 
and pouches aplenty

a. Carousel   
Mini Cross-Body Bag 
9.25”w x 6”h x 2”d 

This petite little pack easily 
masters essentials in its soft-lined 
accessory pocket and three zip 
compartments.

b. Compass  
Shoulder Pouch 
8.5”w x 9.5”h x 1.5”d

This clever little pouch perfectly fits 
an iPad® or tablet plus your everyday 
essentials in its two interior zippered 
accessory pockets and two outer zip 
compartments.

c.

NEW 

a.

b.

c.

     

  

     

  

     

  

   
Cable Car  Satchel (Ocean Blue)      

NEW 

C
R

O
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O

D
Y
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Flutter   
Mini Cross-Body Bag 
8.5”w x 9.5”h x 1.5”d

Light as air, with a slim design, the Flutter 
Mini Cross-Body Bag is all function. We put a 
magnetic closure on the main compartment 
for easy access, plus two zip compartments on 
the front for items meant to be more securely 
stored.

a.

Moped   
Day Pack 
9”w x 11.75”h x 3”d 

What’s not to love about this lightweight 
mini messenger? The magnetic closure 
makes for easy access to all the essentials, 
and you can rest assured your keys, coins, and 
gadgets are safely stored in this bag’s built-in 
compartments.

b.

Skipper 
Shoulder Pouch 
7.5”w x 8.5”h x 1.5”d

For those who travel light, this pint-sized Lug® 
pouch is the ticket. There’s just enough space 
for the essentials. Flirty and fun, the Skipper 
adds class to any accessory collection.

c.

Sway  
Mini Cross-Body Bag 
8”w x 6.25”h x 1.5”d

The perfect place for all your essentials, this 
small yet sleek bag holds your wallet, keys, 
cellphone and lipstick with ease, while the 
front flap pocket gives quick access to your  
cell phone. 

d.

       

  

       

       

       

Sway Mini Cross-Body Bag (Cranberry Red) 

a.

b.

c.

d.

NEW 
PRODUCT

NEW 
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cable car-chocolate cable car-cranberry cable car-fog cable car-olive

cable car-midnight cable car-ocean blue cable car-plum cable car-8pak

moped-chocolate moped-cranberry moped-fog moped-grass

moped-midnight moped-ocean blue moped-plum moped-7pak

carousel-chocolate carousel-cranberry carousel-fog carousel-grass

carousel-midnight carousel-ocean blue carousel-plum carousel-7pak

skipper-chocolate skipper-cranberry skipper-fog skipper-grass

skipper-midnight skipper-ocean blue skipper-plum skipper-rose

skipper-sunset skipper-9pak

compass-chocolate compass-cranberry compass-fog compass-grass

compass-midnight compass-ocean blue compass-plum compass-7pak

sway-chocolate sway-cranberry sway-fog sway-olive

sway-midnight sway-ocean blue sway-plum sway-7pak

COMPASS  shoulder pouch

SWAY  mini cross-body bag

CAROUSEL  mini cross-body bag

SKIPPER  shoulder pouch

CABLE CAR  satchel MOPED  day pack

030009

026009

026009

014009

021009

018009

flutter-chocolate flutter-cranberry flutter-fog flutter-grass

flutter-midnight flutter-ocean blue flutter-plum flutter-7pak

FLUTTER  mini cross-body bag

030009

live life in color  |  19  
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Gym &  
Overnight

a.

b.

These bigger bags have all the smart organizational features you’ve 
come to expect from Lug®, plus additional space for clothes and shoes.

perfect for the gym or 
an overnight adventure

   
a. Cartwheel  Fitness / Overnight Bag (Olive Green)      
b. Puddle Jumper  Overnight / Gym Bag (Ocean Blue)    
d. Airbus Weekender Bag (Plum Purple)   

c.

G
Y

M
 / 

O
V

ER
N
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H

T
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Airbus   
Weekender Bag 
20”w x 13.5”h x 9.5”d 

This big bus takes flight with a slew of 
features to keep you organized wherever 
the weekend takes you.

a.

Cartwheel   
Fitness / Overnight Bag 
18”w x 13.5”h x 6.5”d

You’re going to flip for this bag’s unique 
front patch! It’s the perfect place to slip 
bigger items like your yoga mat or towel.

b.

Puddle Jumper  
Gym / Overnight Bag 
14.5”w x 15.5”h x 6”d

Our bestseller just got even better! Not 
only does it have all the Lug® favorites 
that made this bag a superstar, we also 
added two side pockets

c.

NEW 
GEM QUILTING 

& DESIGN

NEW 
SIDE  

POCKETS

G
Y

M
 / 
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T

     

 

     

     NEW 

NEW 
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airbus-cranberry airbus-grass airbus-heather black airbus-heather brown

airbus-midnight airbus-ocean blue airbus-plum airbus-7pak

cartwheel-cranberry cartwheel-olive cartwheel-midnight cartwheel-ocean blue

cartwheel-plum cartwheel-5pak

puddle jumper-cranberry puddle jumper-olive puddle jumper-midnight puddle jumper-ocean blue

puddle jumper-plum puddle jumper-5pak

PUDDLE JUMPER  gym / overnight bag

CARTWHEEL  fitness / overnight bag

AIRBUS  weekender bag

068009

058009

052009

G
Y

M
 / 

O
V
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N
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Airbus Weekender Bag (Plum Purple)   
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Totes
keep you organized

a. Parachute Mini Backpack (Chocolate Brown)      
b. Promenade Full Tote (Plum Purple)       
c. Taxicab Full Tote (Ocean Blue)

a.

b.

c.

Parachute   
Mini Backpack 
11”w x 14”h x 3”d 

This pint-sized Parachute is a 
lifesaver that’s loaded with clever 
features to keep you organized 
on the go. Comes with a bonus 
removable coin pouch

a. Promenade   
Full Tote 
12.5”w x 15”h x 5”d

Take a stroll in style with the 
Promenade Full Tote. You’ll love 
its classic shape and chic chevron 
quilting. But in typical Lug® fashion, 
this bag has style and smarts.

a. Taxicab   
Full Tote 
16.5”w x 13.5”h x 5”d

With its classic shape and unique 
quilted fabric, this tote has a fresh 
and sophisticated look. It’s perfect for 
work, school or travel and can even 
double as a diaper bag with all of its 
fabulous compartments.

a.

a. b. c.

     

  

          

 

TO
TE

S

Bring everything you need with you and have space to spare. These totes will 
let you show off your personality with their bright and bold colors while also 
allowing you to keep organized with their numerous storage features.
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parachute-chocolate parachute-cranberry parachute-fog parachute-grass

parachute-midnight parachute-ocean blue parachute-plum parachute-7pak

promenade-cranberry promenade-grass promenade-midnight promenade-ocean blue

promenade-plum promenade-5pak

taxicab-cranberry taxicab-grass taxicab-heather black taxicab-heather brown

taxicab-midnight taxicab-ocean blue taxicab-plum taxicab-7pak

TAXICAB  full tote

PROMENADE  full tote

PARACHUTE  mini backpack

032009

036009

040009

live life in color  |  29  
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Taxicab Full Tote (Grass Green, Ocean Blue)   
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Wheelie
cruise through
with ease

a. Cruiser 4-Wheel Roller Bag (Ocean Blue)     b. Cruiser 4-Wheel Roller Bag (Plum Purple)
c. Puddle Jumper Wheelie Bag (Cranberry Red)    d. Puddle Jumper Wheelie Bag (Ocean Blue)

The wheelie bags from Lug® are on a roll! Snap one up for your 
next trip, and you’ll cruise through airports with ease. 

a.

W
H

EE
LI

E

b.

c.

d.
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a.

a.a.

b. b.

Comes with a bonus 3-piece Cargo Packing Kit, including 
1 large square, 1 medium square, and 1 large tube. 

Cruiser   
4-Wheel Roller Bag 
15.5” w x 21” h x 9” d

The Cruiser with stylish chevron quilting is the 
perfect weekender on wheels, with its front 
pockets mirroring our best-selling Puddle Jumper.

a.

cruiser-cranberry cruiser-midnight

cruiser-ocean blue cruiser-plum

cruiser-4 pak

Puddle Jumper  
Wheelie Bag 
16” w x 19” h x 9” d

Our fans spoke, so we gladly obliged, 
giving our Lug® lovers a wheeled version 
of the best-selling Puddle Jumper. 

b.

pj wheelie-cranberry pj wheelie-midnight

pj wheelie-ocean blue pj wheelie-4 pak

Comes with a bonus  
removable cosmetic pouch

a.

b.

W
H

EE
LI

E

0115009

0130009
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a. Cargo 5pc Packing Kit      
b. Bento Box 3pc Storage Container Set 
c. Clearview 4pc Envelope Set

Storage &  
Accessories
everyday solutions to keep 
you organized on the go 

From lunch totes and packing kits, to luggage belt + tag and blanket + 
pillow sets, Lug® has the perfect accessory and storage solution for you. 
With our mix of style and substance, we’re putting the fun in functional!

a.

c.

b.

live life in color  |  35  
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BEST 
SELLER

O featured on 
Oprah’s “O List”

Baggage Claim  
Luggage Belt + Tag Set

The easy-to-use belt is fully adjustable 
with heavy-duty construction, and the 
matching colored tag makes locating 
your luggage a snap. Plus, the set is 
packaged in a clear, reusable pouch, 
perfect for stowing liquids for a quick trip 
through security. 

belt size: 2”w x 72” max length
tag size: 2.5”w x 4”h

a.

Snuz SacTM  
Blanket + U-Pillow Set
The beloved, best-selling Nap Sac now 
comes with curve. The u-shaped Snuz 
SacTM pillow gives great support to the 
neck and head, ensuring comfort during 
even the longest hauls. Just remove the 
blanket, inflate the pillow, and slip it into 
the cover. Cover and blanket are machine 
washable. 

pillow size: 11”w x 10.5”h x 3.25”d
blanket size: 35”w x 46”h

c.

Nap SacTM  
Blanket + Pillow Set

Catching Zs is a breeze with our brilliant, 
best-selling plush pillow and blanket set, 
made from the coziest fleece we could 
find. Inflate the plastic pillow and slip 
it into the cover, then cuddle into the 
matching blanket. Both cover and blanket 
are machine washable. 

pillow size: 10.75”w x 7.75”h x 3”d
blanket size: 35”w x 46”h

b.

      

     

        

      

     

     

     
Comes packaged in a clear,  
reusable pouch

e.

a.

b.

c.

f.

The Bento Box 3pc Storage Container Set comes 
with a small, medium, and large container, and 
each has a window on its lid to help keep tabs on 
the contents.

small container: 8.5”w x 3.75”h x 3”d
medium container: 8.5”w x 6”h x 3”d
large container: 9”w x 10”h x 3.5”d

Each kit comes with a colorful assortment, including 
one large square, two medium squares, one small 
square, and one large tube. They roll up to a fraction 
of the size when not in use. Packing has never been 
easier or more organized!

small square: 10”w x 7”h x 3”d
medium square: 14.5”w x 10.5”h x 5”d
large square: 18”w x 13”h x 4”d
large tube: 6.5”w x 15.5”h x 6.5”d

Cargo
5pc Packing Kit

Bento Box
3pc Storage Container Set

each set comes in the following 
color assortment

each set comes in the following 
color assortment

e. f.

ST
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Pedals
Lunch Tote

Go green with this smart, modern lunch tote. The 
insulated interior keeps food cool, while the exterior 
pocket stores utensils and keeps condensation out.

size: 12”w x 8.5”h x 5.5”d

       

      

   

Clearview 4pc
Envelope Set

Clearview 2pc
Envelope Set

grass green: 6.25”w x 5.25”h x 0.5”d
plum purple: 8.75”w x 5.5”h x 0.5”d
ocean blue: 7.25”w x 6.25”h x 0.5”d
sunset orange: 9.75”w x 8.25”h x 0.5”d

small size: 5.75”w x 4.75”h x 0.5”d
large size: 8”w x 5.75”h x 0.5”d

  

Clearview
Envelope Sets

Clear the clutter in any bag with these versatile pouches. 
These see-through pouches are perfect for storing cosmetics, 
hairpins, pencils, spare change, coupons, and receipts.

each set includes
1 small envelope (grass green)
1 medium envelope (ocean blue)
1 large envelope (plum purple)
1 extra large envelope  (sunset orange)

each set comes in the following 
color assortment

    

ST
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nap sac™-chocolate nap sac™-crimson nap sac™-fog nap sac™-grass

nap sac™-marigold nap sac™-midnight nap sac™-navy nap sac™-ocean teal

nap sac™-plum nap sac™-rose nap sac™-sunset nap sac™-11pak

belt+tag set dot-fog belt+tag set dot-grass belt+tag set dot-ocean belt+tag set dot-rose

belt+tag set dot-sunset belt+tag set dot-5-pak belt+tag set stripe-fog belt+tag set stripe-grass

belt+tag set stripe-ocean belt+tag set stripe-rose belt+tag set stripe-sunset belt+tag set stripe-5-pak

clearview 2pc set-chocolate clearview 2pc set-cranberry clearview 2pc set-fog clearview 2pc set-grass

clearview 2pc set-midnight clearview 2pc set-ocean blue clearview 2pc set-plum clearview 2pc set-rose

clearview 2pc set-sunset clearview 2pc set-9pak

CLEARVIEW  2pc envelope set

BENTO BOX   
3pc storage container set

CARGO   
5pc packing kit

BAGGAGE CLAIM  luggage belt + tag set

014009
016509

010009

019009

026509

snuz sac™-chocolate snuz sac™-crimson snuz sac™-fog snuz sac™-grass

snuz sac™-marigold snuz sac™-midnight snuz sac™-navy snuz sac™-ocean teal

snuz sac™-plum snuz sac™-rose snuz sac™-sunset snuz sac™-11pak

NAP SAC™  blanket + pillow set

PEDALS  lunch tote

SNUZ SAC™  blanket + u-pillow set

CLEARVIEW  4pc envelope set

bento box 3pc set
each kit comes in the following 
color assortment

each kit comes in the following 
color assortment

each kit comes in the following 
color assortment

clearview 4pc set

026509

cargo 5pc packing kit pedals-chocolate pedals-cranberry pedals-fog pedals-grass

pedals-midnight pedals-ocean blue pedals-plum pedals-7pak

016009

016509

ST
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With these smart cases from Lug®,  
toiletries and cosmetics get corralled.

Cosmetics
Say goodbye to clutter 

a.

b.

a. Flipper Jewelry Clutch (Rose Pink)      b. Parasail Ripple Cosmetic Case (Plum Purple)      c. Clipper Flat Iron Case (Sunset Orange)       
d. Two-Step Cosmetic Case (Ocean Blue)     e. Flip-Top Toiletry Case (Grass Green)

c.

d.

e.
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Looking good on the go just got easier, thanks 
to the Clipper Flat Iron Case. No more wasting 
time while your hot styling tools cool. That’s right! 
Whether your flat iron is piping hot or not, just slide 
it into the sleeve, cinch the cord, and you’re off! 
This clever case even keeps the cords nice and tidy 
under an elastic strap.

size: 3.75”w x 11”h x 0.25”d 

Clipper
Flat Iron Case

         

We take lots of trips. Some short; some long.  Some 
requiring lots of toiletries; some not so much. That’s 
why we made the Flip-Top Toiletry Case—a brilliant 
case with two (yes, two!) compartments that can be 
used separately or zipped together for even more 
storage in one compact case.

size: 9.5”w x 6”h x 5”d 

Flip-Top
Toiletry Case
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Don’t get your baubles in a bunch! Get the Flipper 
Jewelry Clutch instead! It’s stacked with smart 
features—two soft-lined pockets, two removable 
zippered pouches, and two outer zip pockets, plus 
many innovative features that really go above and 
beyond for your bling. With its little wristlet, this 
clever clutch doubles as an evening bag!

size: 7.5”w x 4.25”h x 2.5”d

Flipper
Jewelry Clutch

         

Great for the girl on the go, this slim and stylish 
cosmetic case slips into any bigger bag, stashing 
beauty basics with style. You’ll love the big zip pocket 
inside, and the one on the front is the perfect place 
to pack those easy-access items—lip gloss, powder, 
etc. Plus, the whole bag wipes down to clean up any 
beauty blunder.

size: 9.5”w x 6”h x 4”d 

Parasail
Ripple Cosmetic Case
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The Two-Step features two separate compartments 
that have a wipeable interior for easy cleaning. 
The larger bottom area has a zip pocket and clever 
elastic straps to keep products in place, while the 
top section has another big zip pocket and plenty 
of brush holders.

size: 8.5”w x 5”h x 5”d

Two-Step
Cosmetic Case

Comes with a bonus removable Clearview Envelope
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Two-Step Cosmetic Case (Ocean Blue)   
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clipper-chocolate clipper-cranberry clipper-fog clipper-grass

clipper-midnight clipper-ocean blue clipper-plum clipper-rose

clipper-sunset clipper-9pak

flip-top-chocolate flip-top-cranberry flip-top-fog flip-top-grass

flip-top-midnight flip-top-ocean blue flip-top-plum flip-top-rose

flip-top-sunset flip-top-9pak

flipper-chocolate flipper-cranberry flipper-fog flipper-grass

flipper-midnight flipper-ocean blue flipper-plum flipper-rose

flipper-sunset flipper-9pak

FLIPPER  jewelry clutch

FLIP-TOP  toiletry case

CLIPPER  flat iron case

008509

024009

018009

parasail-chocolate parasail-cranberry parasail-fog parasail-grass

parasail-midnight parasail-ocean blue parasail-plum parasail-rose

parasail-sunset parasail-9pak

two-step-chocolate two-step-cranberry two-step-fog two-step-grass

two-step-midnight two-step-ocean blue two-step-plum two-step-rose

two-step-sunset two-step-9pak

TWO-STEP  cosmetic case

PARASAIL  ripple cosmetic case

012009

018009
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Perfect for both travel and everyday use, the Lug® 
line of wallets is smart, stylish, and will keep your 
valuables secure.

Wallets
stylish, practical & lightweight 

W
A

LL
ET

S

Quick-Step Wallet shown in Grass Green, Sunset Orange, Plum Purple, 
Ocean Blue, Rose Pink, Fog Gray and Cranberry Red.
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Kickflip Convertible Wallet (Plum Purple)   

Kickflip   
Convertible Wallet 
6.75”w x 4”h x 1.5”d

Looking for a new wallet? Or how 
about an essentials-only clutch? The 
Kickflip Convertible Wallet is both. 
When you want to ditch your bigger 
bag, sling it over your shoulder with 
the included mini shoulder strap.

a. Quick-Step  
Wallet 
8.25”w x 4.5”h x 1.5”d 

Our Quick-Step Wallet has 14 card 
slots inside the main interior, four 
slim pockets for bills and receipts, a 
change pocket on the back, a pen 
holder and under the smart front flap, 
you’ll find 10 additional card holders.

b. Shuffle   
Wallet 
7.5”w x 3.75”h x 1”d 

Whether carrying it as a clutch 
or stash it in a bigger bag, the 
Shuffle’s smart features will keep 
you organized. With its sturdy 
zip-around closure, it puts all the 
essentials right at your fingertips!

c.

Splits   
Compact Wallet 
4.5”w x 3.75”h x 1.25”d

This little wallet has two main 
compartments. One side opens 
flat and stores bills, frequently used 
cards, and has a handy ID window. 
The other opens like an accordion, 
making the rest of your cards 
exceptionally easy to access. 

d. Tango   
Travel Wallet 
10”w x 5”h x 1”d 

Put travel stress to rest with this 
uber-organizer packed with special 
features, like the zippered coin pouch 
and the easy-access boarding pass 
flap. There’s a place for everything in 
this slim wallet.

e.

     

    

     

    

     

    

     

    

     

    

a.

d.

e.

b.
c.

NEW 
COLOR

NEW 
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kickflip-chocolate kickflip-cranberry kickflip-fog kickflip-grass

kickflip-midnight kickflip-ocean blue kickflip-plum kickflip-rose

kickflip-sunset kickflip-9pak

quick-step-chocolate quick-step-cranberry quick-step-fog quick-step-grass

quick-step-midnight quick-step-ocean blue quick-step-plum quick-step-rose

quick-step-sunset quick-step-9pak

shuffle-chocolate shuffle-cranberry shuffle-fog shuffle-grass

shuffle-midnight shuffle-ocean blue shuffle-plum shuffle-rose

shuffle-sunset shuffle-9pak

SHUFFLE  wallet

QUICK-STEP  wallet

KICKFLIP  convertible wallet

018009

016509

014009

splits-chocolate splits-cranberry splits-fog splits-grass

splits-midnight splits-ocean blue splits-plum splits-rose

splits-sunset splits-9pak

tango-chocolate tango-cranberry tango-fog tango-olive

tango-midnight tango-ocean blue tango-plum tango-rose

tango-sunset tango-9pak

SPLITS  compact wallet

016009

016009

TANGO  travel wallet
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Lug® Features
Designed with you in mindTM

All of our products are high quality, 
extremely durable, lightweight and 
treated with a water-repellent finish 
for quick and easy cleaning.

Each design is well thought out, full 
of key functional and organizational 
features. Check out some of our 
signature features.

Quality, Durability & 
Functionality

WATER-REPELLENT
MATERIAL

SOFT-LINED
ACCESSORY POCKET

PEN/COSMETIC
HOLDER SLOTS

WATER BOTTLE
HOLDER

ZIPPERED
COIN POCKET

MAGNETIC
CLOSURE

WRIST
STRAP

CLEAR WINDOW
TO SEE CONTENTS

ADJUSTABLE
SHOULDER STRAP

SOFTLINED
IPAD®/TABLET 

COMPARTMENT

LIGHTWEIGHT  
MATERIAL

REMOVABLE
MIRROR

WIPEABLE
BOTTOM

CARD
SLOTS

VENTILATED
STORAGE 

COMPARTMENT

ID
WINDOW

LUGGAGE STRAP
FOR ROLLING 

LUGGAGE HANDLE

DETACHABLE
KEY FOB

Lug® is committed to supporting and sponsoring health and education 
initiatives and getting involved in as many ways as we can.  We have had 
the privilege of working with some incredible charities and organizations 
and now with deep roots in both Austin and Toronto, Lug® is able to 
focus on helping local communities with partners who share our ideals.

W
AY

NE

 GRETZKY FOUNDATION

W
AY

NE

 GRETZKY FOUNDATION

together
WE CAN MAKE  
A DIFFERENCE

Organizations we support:

Visit us at www.luglife.com/Lug-Cares



Celebrity Spotting,
Press and Awards 

Cartwheel Featured in Weight WatchersGondola Featured in Good Housekeeping

Puddle Jumper Featured in Self Cartwheel Featured on “The O List”  
in The Oprah Magazine

Puddle Jumper Featured in Women’s Health, 
Winner of the “Fitness Award”

Winner of the The Shopping Channel’s 
Shoppie Award for “Favorite  

New Collection 2012”

CARRIE UNDERWOOD Country Music Artist
“PRETTY LITTLE LIARS”The Hit Television Show

STEVIE WONDER
Grammy Award Winning Musician
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Lug® Clipper Display
size: 14.5”w x 10”h x 9”d

Made from corrugated cardboard this sturdy 
display can be kept in-store to refill time and again! 
Display includes 27 pieces – 9 that fit directly on 
the display and 18 pieces that are stored as back 
stock. 27 pieces total – 3 of each color. 

Based on stock, color assortment may vary at time of shipment.  
0202509

clipper display prepack

Retail Tools

metal t-stand

Lug® Metal T-Stand
Perfect for merchandising Lug® accessories. 

size: 6.5”w x 16”h x 4”d

The Lug® Metal T-Stand is a clever fixture that keeps 
your smallest Lug ® accessories in order. This stand is 
perfect for hanging your favorite petite products like 
the Clipper Flat Iron Case or Lug® wallets.

*Now available to ship. *Products not included.  
010009

Lug® Acrylic Product Stand
size: 6.5”w x 4”h x 14.5”d

Each display consists of one white slotted MDF base 
and 10 clear acrylic dividers that fit into the slotted 
MDF base.   

1 order includes 4 slotted MDF bases and 40 acrylic 
dividers.

Product not included. 
040009

acrylic stand - 4pak

Lug® Logo Block
size: 6.5”w x 3”h x 1”d

Lug® logo block

020009
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SAMPLE

VERSATILE 
WALL DISPLAY

Slatwall Kit
Lug® store within a store

Hanger  
Display Kit
Lug® store within a store

Side A

Side B Side A+B

• two (24-inch) shelves and one  
(48-inch) shelf with brackets

• five (48-inch) hanger bars to 
attach shelves/hooks/baskets

• four Lug® Acrylic Product Stands 
that have acrylic dividers that 
can accommodate a variety of 
Lug® products

• eight durable 15-inch chrome 
display hooks

• two wire baskets that work great 
for items like our top-selling 
Undercover Bears® or Nap Sac™ 
blanket + pillow sets

• one waterfall hook to optimize 
space for our larger bags

• one Lug® branded base – great 
for storing extra back stock 

• one Lug® branded header sign

• one metal stand with four 
2-inch twin-wheel casters 
(two with brakes)

• safety brackets and side by side 
connector brackets 
 

“Side A” Kit includes: 

• same as “Side A” Kit - with the 
exception of safety brackets and 
side by side connector brackets

“Side B” Kit includes:

(does not include metal stand)

white hanger display kit A

0300009

gray hanger display kit A

0300009

0200009

white hanger display kit B

gray hanger display kit B

0200009

Hanger Display Kit design may vary. Display header artwork may vary.  
Side B only functional when paired with side A. 

The Lug® Hanger Display Kit is the perfect tool to organize 
and maximize your current or new Lug® display. Each kit 
covers a 4ft x 1.5ft area and can be adjusted to fit 5ft, 6ft 
and 7ft heights. The best part about this kit is that it offers 
extreme versatility, as the display can be easily changed in 
order to accommodate new Lug® products each season.

• two (24-inch) shelves and one (48-
inch) shelf with brackets

• four Lug® Acrylic Product Stands 
that have acrylic dividers that can 
accommodate a variety of Lug® 
products

• eight durable 15-inch chrome 
display hooks

• two wire baskets that work great 
for items like our top-selling 
Undercover Bears® or Nap Sac™ 
blanket + pillow sets

• one waterfall hook to optimize 
space for our larger style bags

• one Lug® branded base – great to 
store extra back stock

• one Lug® branded header sign

Slatwall Kit includes:

slatwall kit

Slatwall not provided with kit. 
0200009

The Lug® Slatwall Kit is the perfect tool to organize 
and maximize your current or new Lug® display. 
Making use of traditional slatwall has never looked 
so good! Each kit covers a 4ft x 8ft slatwall section 
and comes with an engaging Lug® branded sign 
and base.

This kit offers extreme versatility, as 
the display can be easily changed to 
accommodate new Lug® products 
each season.



don’t be shy,
let’s get social

#lugl i fe


